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Merce Cunningham and the
Aesthetic of Collage

Roger Copeland

The principle of collage is the central principle of all art in the 20th century
in all media.

—Donald Barthelme (1997:58)

In sum, the collage is an awkward amalgam of three unresolved elements
(1) purely worldly elements, especially such fragments of dailiness as
newspapers; (2) purely artistic elements such as line, color, and shape—the
typical constituents of form; and (3) mixed or impure elements, or residual
images of an imitated nature, ranging from the famous imitation wood
grain and chair caning to traces of such domestic objects as clay pipes and
such studio props as guitars. [...] The elements are already “relative” by
reason of their displacement from the life-world into the “art world,” and
by reason of their fragmentary state. [...] They are an experiment in time
and space—which shows that the old idea of Modern art as an
experiment concerned with articulating the fourth dimension has, for all its
charming naiveté, a certain truth to it.

—Donald Kuspit (1998:55–56)

A piece of string, a sunset, each acts

—John Cage (1961:x)

Collage is a practice we tend to associate most often with the visual arts, where
it originated. Nevertheless, its modus operandi is readily observable in the time-
based and performing arts as well. Collage is a principle organizing strategy in
the work of Elizabeth LaCompte and the Wooster Group, the plays of Heiner
Müeller, the theatre pieces of Robert Wilson, the choreography of Pina Bausch,
the music of John Zorn, and the films of Jean-Luc Godard, Stanley Kubrick, and
Dusan Makavejev. But the earliest—and arguably, still most influential—practi-
tioner of collage in performance is the choreographer Merce Cunningham. Col-
lage in fact has been central to Cunningham’s work from the very beginning.

In 1952, when Cunningham choreographed a new dance to excerpts from
Pierre Schaeffer and Pierre Henry’s “Symphonie Pour un Homme Seul,” he
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became the first choreographer to utilize musique concrete as the score for a dance.
(Indeed, this performance at Brandeis marked the first time musique concrete
was heard publicly in the U.S.). Schaeffer and Henry’s concept of musique con-
crete was derived directly from the example of collage in the visual arts. In their
work, concrete—i.e., “real” or preexisting—sounds were recorded on newly
available magnetic tape, which was then elaborately edited in a cut-and-paste,
collage-like fashion.

Significantly, a year later, when Cunningham formed his company and added
this dance to its emerging repertory, he retitled it Collage. Reportedly, Cunning-
ham’s movement vocabulary in Collage was unprecedentedly diverse (Cunning-
ham 1999). It juxtaposed his usual modifications of ballet with utterly pedestrian
movement (hair combing, nail filing) as well as steps drawn from ballroom and
social dance. In other words, varieties of “found” movement existed alongside
varieties of “found” sound. In order to understand the significance of this ex-
panded field of movement possibilities, this side-by-side juxtaposition of the ver-
nacular and the virtuosic, we need to examine the etymology—both linguistic
and “art historical”—of the word “collage.”

The English word “collage” is adapted from the French verb “coller”: translated
literally, it connotes “pasting, sticking, or gluing” onto a surface. The most famous
early example of collage comes from the visual arts: Picasso’s cubist collage, Still
Life with Chair Caining (1911–1912). Here, a section of printed oilcloth embla-
zoned with a chair-caning design was pasted onto a stretch of canvas whose outer
edge was lined with real rope. (The rope and the chair-caning design function as
intruders from the world of “real things.”) Picasso’s still life thereby combines
three distinct levels of representation: painted illusionism (printed oilcloth that
simulates chair caning), two-dimensional pasted paper, and actual, three-
dimensional rope. These distinctions demonstrate the way in which collage can
complicate the boundaries of “the frame,” conflating traditional distinctions be-
tween inside and outside, art and nonart, abstract and representational.

Collage vs. the Gesamtkunstwerk

We often hear it said that Merce Cunningham is the postwar Diaghilev. The
comparison seems logical enough, for, like Diaghilev, Cunningham commis-
sioned décor, costumes, and music from the leading visual artists and composers
of his era. But Cunningham’s approach to collaboration is fundamentally different
from (indeed, the very antithesis of) Diaghilev’s.

Serge Diaghilev—at least up until the time of Parade in 1917—was animated
by the Wagnerian dream of synthesizing the separate arts into a seamless and
unified whole—what Wagner called the Gesamtkunstwerk. By contrast, Cun-
ningham’s approach to collaboration has much more in common with that of
Wagner’s most articulate intellectual adversary, Bertolt Brecht. It was Brecht, in
his 1930 essay, “The Modern Theatre Is the Epic Theatre,” who most clearly
articulated (and anticipated) the approach to collaboration that would eventually
triumph in Cunningham’s work:

So long as the expression “Gesamtkunstwerk” (or “integrated work of
art”) means that the integration is a muddle, so long as the arts are sup-
posed to be “fused” together, the various elements will all be equally de-
graded, and each will act as a mere “feed” to the rest. The process of
fusion extends to the spectator who gets thrown into the melting pot too
and becomes a passive (suffering) part of the total work of art. Witchcraft
of this sort must of course be fought against. Whatever is intended to pro-
duce hypnosis, is likely to induce sordid intoxication, or create fog, (and)
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has got to be given up. Words, music, and setting must become more indepen-
dent of one another. (1964:37)

Brecht may not use the word collage; but clearly, what he proposes is a perfor-
mative version of the collage aesthetic. And his notion of the “epic” theatre—
his piecing together of discreet episodes in a non-Aristotelian way—has much
more in common with the disjunctiveness of collage than with the organic unity
of Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk.

It is my contention that in the performing arts, collage is arguably the chief
alternative to—indeed the very antithesis of—Wagner’s theory and practice of
the Gesamtkunstwerk. Unlike the Gesamtkunstwerk, which exemplifies a hunger
for wholeness, collage appeals to an age that has come to distrust claims of closure,
“unity,” and fixed boundaries. As Donald Barthelme once confessed: “Fragments
are the only forms I trust” (1997:5).

This Brechtian autonomy of sound, movement, and décor in Cunningham’s
dances is probably the most straightforward example of the way in which Cun-
ningham’s work constitutes a performative version of collage. But almost every
aspect of Cunningham’s oeuvre is informed in some way by the collage aesthetic:
the chance operations he utilizes for linking together disparate fragments of move-
ment, the decentralized way the dancer’s bodies are distributed throughout the
performance space—even the spectator’s choices about where and when to focus
visual and auditory attention. Cunningham is well aware of the way these collage-
like procedures in his work mirror the increasingly fragmented, collage-like na-
ture of urban life. Interviewed by the New York Times in 1987, he drew an analogy
between “the way we [the company] work[s]” and:

the way that society exists now. [...] Being able to take fragments, long
and short, and put them together in different ways—we have to, in a
sense, do that in our lives all the time, although we don’t think about it.
(in Hutera 1987:8)

Wagner’s ideal of artistic synthesis is modeled on organic conceptions of unity
derived from the natural world. Collage, by contrast, derives its inspiration from
the deep disjunctive structures of the contemporary city. This is not to imply that
the art of collage is only practiced in urban settings. Certainly, if we conceive of
collage as nothing more than an exercise in pasting, gluing, and juxtaposition,
then we can find examples of it in virtually every culture, time period, and
context: 12th-century Japanese collage books featuring pen-and-ink paintings on
pasted paper; delicate butterfly wing collages that exemplify 1890s aestheticism
at its most rarified; the seashell, coral, bead, and pressed-flower collages one finds
in tourist bazaars all over the globe; family photo album collages, etc.

But within the context of modernism, collage and its three-dimensional coun-
terpart, assemblage, are both closely associated with the sharp disjunctions and
peculiar juxtapositions of 20th-century urban experience. As William Seitz has
written, “from cubism and futurism, Duchamp and Schwitters, to the present,
the tradition of assemblage has been predominantly urban in emphasis” (1961:73).

The modern newspaper is a privileged icon in the world of 20th-century
collage. Fragments of newsprint are often one element of the collage mix. But
at an even more fundamental level, the newspaper provides a model for the
collage-like distinctiveness of modernity itself. Apollinaire was one of the first
20th-century artists to recognize this dimension of the newspaper, “which,” as
he put it, “on a single sheet, treats the most diverse matters and ranges over distant
countries” (in Seitz 1961:76). Susan Sontag once referred to “a kind of invol-
untary collage-principle in many of the artifacts of the modern city: the brutal
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disharmony of buildings in size and style, the wild juxtaposition of store signs,
the clamorous layout of the modern newspaper, etc.” (1966:270). The newspaper
analogy also figures into Cunningham’s description of the collage-like structure
of his own work: “each thing can be and is separate from each and every other,
viz: the continuity of the newspaper headlines” (in Rose 1968:280).

The surrealist Max Ernst once defined collage as “the meeting of two distant
realities on a plane foreign to them both” (1968:68). Collage though, borrows
only one-half of the surrealists’ agenda—their interest in radical juxtaposition—
while discarding their equally strong fascination with automatism and the un-
conscious. Many surrealists were particularly fond of Lautreamont’s haunting
phrase, “the chance meeting of an umbrella and a sewing machine on a dissecting

1. Jasper Johns’s poster for
the Cunningham company,
designed in 1968, and based
on his Target with Four
Faces. The collage principle
evident in this piece is also
at work in the relationship
among separate elements in
almost any Cunningham
dance. (Courtesy of the
Cunningham Dance Foun-
dation, Inc.)
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table” (in Lippard 1970:6). The unrelatedness of the two objects, the paradoxical
tension between “meeting” and “dissecting,” and the role that chance plays in
the encounter, all anticipate the way collage functions in the work of Merce
Cunningham.

Consider, for example, Doubletoss (1993), one of Cunningham’s most compli-
cated explorations of the collage aesthetic. Here a sense of radical juxtaposition
was accomplished by dividing every aspect of the dance—costumes, choreog-
raphy, even stage space—into unmatched pairs. Two autonomous dances were
conceived and choreographed, but all 14 dancers performed in (or more precisely,
alternated between) both dances. To emphasize the principle of duality, the danc-
ers also alternated between tights and leotards and garments sewn out of black
net. A scrim hanging a few feet downstage of the backdrop created a discreet
“second space” that was clearly divided from the rest of the stage. And the jux-
taposition of spaces corresponded to the juxtaposition of costumes: the only danc-
ers who performed upstage of the scrim were those dressed in the black net outer
garments, contrasting with the downstage dancers consistently costumed in prac-
tice clothes.

Within the universe of collage, seemingly unrelated elements begin to “reso-
nate” off one another—across gaps of both space and time—resulting in protean,
unstable, and wholly provisional relationships. If Richard Wagner’s Gesamtkunst-
werk celebrates the “eternal” love of Tristan and Isolda, then collage is the art of
the one-night stand. In fact, in French slang, “collage” sometimes connotes ex-
tramarital sex.

The way in which the discreet fragments of collage “resonate” in the eye and
mind of the viewer is not unlike the effect of op art—a perceptual/intellectual
“flicker” that draws one’s attention in conflicting directions—although in the
case of collage, these relationships aren’t dependent on an optical illusion. The
poster that Jasper Johns designed for the Cunningham company in 1968 is based
on the artist’s Target with Four Faces (1955). Leo Steinberg’s observations about
the way the collage principle functions in this work are equally applicable to the
relationship among separate elements in almost any Cunningham dance: “Johns
puts two flinty things in a picture and makes them work against one another so
hard that the mind is sparked. Seeing then becomes thinking” (1972:14). The
gaps or spaces—sometimes physical, sometimes merely perceptual and psycho-
logical—between the disparate fragments are essential to this resonating effect.

The Temporal Dimension

Without a doubt, the most famous examples of collage and assemblage come
from the visual arts. A short list would surely include Picasso’s and Braque’s papier
colles, Schwitters’s Merz constructions, Max Ernst’s collage book, La Femme 100
tetes, the photomontages of Moholy-Nagy, Joseph Cornell’s boxes, Dubuffet’s
assemblages, and John Chamberlain’s junk sculptures. But it’s my belief that the
collage principle has been carried to its furthest extreme in the more fully temporal
realm of performance. There are two reasons for this: In performance, all of the
elements are potentially dynamic (i.e., set in motion); and the gaps of space and
time that separate these disparate elements can be more highly accentuated. In-
deed, in some cases, much more highly accentuated. (Here it’s helpful to recall
Apollinaire’s observation that a single sheet of newsprint “treats the most diverse
matters and ranges over distant countries.”)

Long before the arrival of the Internet, Cunningham was experimenting with
the juxtaposition of simultaneous activities across widely separated locations. In
an untitled Event in 1982, for example, Cunningham danced in his Westbeth
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Studio in Lower Manhattan, accompanied by electronic music being played “live”
in Texas by composer Jerry Hunt and transmitted via the telephone lines. Cun-
ningham has also participated over the years in a number of Nam June Paik’s
global video linkups that feature simultaneous collaborations between artists on
different continents. Good Morning, Mr. Orwell, linking Paris and New York, was

2. Merce Cunningham,
standing, in Rainforest
(1968). Décor by Andy
Warhol. (Photo by James
Klosty)
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Paik and Cunningham’s way of greeting the arrival of 1984 (the telecast took
place on 1 January of that year). In 1988, Paik’s Transpacific Duet linked Cun-
ningham and composer/pianist David Tudor across the “gap” of the Pacific
Ocean. Paik’s 1973 Global Groove, which includes performances by Cunningham
and Cage, is probably his most straightforward homage to Marshall McLuhan’s
concept of electronic simultaneity.

Paik has described his globe-shrinking collaborations with Cunningham,Cage,
Tudor and others as “multitemporal, multispatial symphonies.” Even more to the
point, it was Paik who predicted that, “As collage technic [sic] replaced oil paint,
the cathode ray tube will replace the canvas” (in Hanhardt 1982:36). Paik, it
would appear, is very much aware of the extent to which his work—especially
his collaborations with Cage and Cunningham—is informed by the aesthetic of
collage.

Random Access/Paper TV, a project that was ongoing between 1978 and 1981,
is one of Paik’s most ingenious explorations of the relationship between collage
in the visual arts and collage on video. Here, two sets of playing cards were printed
with silk-screened images reproduced from videotape footage of Cunningham
and Cage. Like any conventional set of playing cards, they can be shuffled and
reshuffled in an infinite variety of orders (which Paik himself continued to do,
both literally and figuratively, for the duration of the project); and when they’re
randomly dealt out on a flat surface, the result is a striking collage made up of
fragmentary glimpses of Cage and Cunningham.

Cunningham’s Events

The above-mentioned 1982 collaboration with Texas-based composer Jerry
Hunt was one example from a broader category of dances that Cunningham refers

3. Performance of Walk-
around Time (1968).
Choreography by Merce
Cunningham, décor by Jas-
per Johns after Marcel Du-
champ’s The Large Glass.
(Photo by James Klosty)
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to simply as “Events,” the first of which was performed in a Viennese museum
in 1964. Cunningham’s Events may well constitute the single best example of
collage in the entire history of the performing arts. In the dances Cunningham
identifies as Events, he dissects fragments from existing works and then splices
them together into new combinations.

“Splicing” strikes me as a useful (if not altogether accurate) way of describing
the choreographer’s relationship to the raw material of the events. That is: he
approaches his older works the way a film or video editor manipulates his daily
rushes: cutting, assembling, and reassembling the fragments at will—although in
Cunningham’s case, it’s not “will,” but chance operations that often determine
the new order of the fragments. Later in this essay, I examine the ways in which
Cunningham’s investigation of collage carries over into his work with film and
video—media in which “splicing” becomes a literal rather than a metaphorical
activity.

The Events unfold without an intermission and tend to last about 90 minutes.
Almost invariably, the spliced-together movement sequences in the Events are
accompanied by new or different sound scores and décor. Nam June Paik, for
example, composed and performed new sound scores for two of Cunningham’s
events in 1974. Andy Warhol’s silver Mylar pillows, originally conceived as the
décor for Rainforest (1968), reemerged in an Event staged in the ruins of Persepolis
in 1972. Jasper Johns’s setting for Walkaround Time (1968) was reutilized in a series
of Events at The Brooklyn Academy of Music in 1997.

Sometimes, in the course of a live Event, sequences of movement appropriated
from totally different works will unfold simultaneously on different parts of the
stage. And there are also a number of Cunningham dances whose highly malle-
able, “modular” structure is itself modeled on the protean nature of the Events.
Changing Steps (1973), for example, is a series of solos, duets, trios, quartets, and
quintets that are linked together “indeterminately” from one incarnation to an-
other. When all of the individual sections are performed separately—which is to
say, one at a time—the work lasts more than 40 minutes. But in other configu-
rations—with the maximum degree of simultaneity—the dance is completed in
a little over 12 minutes.

One of the most distinctive aspects of the Events is the way they illustrate the
idea that “meaning” or “interpretation” is always dependent on perceptual con-
text. Granted, in most instances Cunningham’s dances don’t cry out for psycho-
logical or thematic “interpretations.” But that is not to imply that his works aren’t
imbued with a distinct emotional texture. Indeed, as Cunningham himself once
put it, “I don’t think that what I do is nonexpressive. It’s just that I don’t try to
inflict it on anyone” (in Lesschaeve 1985:106).

The Events though, demonstrate that “expressiveness” is by no means inherent
in (or “natural” to) specific bodily movements. The “meaning” of movement—
even Merce Cunningham’s movement—is largely a function of the context in
which that movement is performed. For example, when segments of Winterbranch
(1964) were incorporated into subsequent Events, the emotional tone of the work
was no longer nightmarish or apocalyptic. Stripped of Robert Rauschenberg’s
disorienting lighting and LaMonte Young’s aggressive, high-decibel-level sound
score, what the audience saw was (merely) the act of dancers falling. Without
other factors to color the emotional texture, this basic movement motif came to
resemble a series of vaudevillian pratfalls; spectators tended to laugh rather than
to recoil in horror. In a 1961 symposium devoted to “the art of assemblage” at
the Museum of Modern Art, Rauschenberg demonstrated just how well he un-
derstands this principle: “Any material has its content and its independence from
meaning. Meaning belongs to people” (in Seitz 1961:23).
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Collage and the Modern Museum

This concern with perceptual context helps to illuminate an important con-
nection between Cunningham and the artist who (next to Cage) probably exerted
the deepest influence on him: Marcel Duchamp. It was the Duchampian ready-
made (the urinal, the bottle rack, the bicycle wheel, etc.) that first served to
institutionalize the idea that an object becomes a work of art by virtue of its
context. And the concept of “the art context” is central to the origin of the
Events. It’s neither coincidental nor insignificant that Cunningham’s earliest
Events were performed in art museums. Museum Event #1 took place in Vienna’s
Museum of the 20th Century in 1964; Events #2 and #3 took place later that
year in the Moderna Musset in Stockholm. One of the architectural peculiarities
of the Vienna museum made it necessary for Cunningham to perform in front
of a large glass wall (a real-life Duchampian “Large Glass”), a symbolic reminder
that “the art context” is always a matter of perceptual “framing.” As Cage once
put it, “Whenever there is a concert situation, there is a concert” (in Corrigan
1981:336).

The Duchampian/Cageian idea that any object (or groupings of sound or
movement) can constitute a work of art—if “framed” in the requisite way—is
often regarded as a threat to the sort of connoisseurship we associate with the
museum. But ironically, the idea of the readymade, the found object or found
movement—indeed, the idea of the “art context” itself—is possible only in the
age of the museum.

The fact of the matter is that no institution has done more to promote the
concept of collage than the museum. And I’m not speaking simply of the museum
as a space for displaying actual collages or assemblages, but the museum itself as a
“collage space” in which works of art—even pre-20th-century works—are con-
stantly finding themselves rearranged in fresh and revealing juxtapositions. The
clean white walls of the museum are a “cling-free” space—where nothing is
permanent, where every relationship is provisional.

This marks the major difference between the “museum” (where values are
constantly in flux) and the older concept of the art “academy” (where such values
are governed by tradition). The museum, in effect, institutionalizes the idea of
the “art context,” in that virtually all museums routinely recontextualize their
holdings, thus institutionalizing the principle of collage. And conversely, Du-
champ and Cage transfer this “museumized” mode of perception into daily life,
reconceiving the art context as a movable feast. (Duchamp’s Boite-en-Valise [1940]
is a “portable museum” containing miniaturized copies of many of his works.)
How very wrong Gertrude Stein turned out to be when she declared, “A mu-
seum can either be a museum or it can be modern, but it cannot be both”
(1980:65). In fact, it may be that in the age of collage, the Museum of Modern
Art is the prototype of all museums. Indeed, it’s no coincidence that so many of
Cunningham’s early supporters came from the art world rather than the dance
world. Clearly, his work is at home in the ambience of the contemporary museum
in a way that the work of earlier modern dance choreographers was not.

Collage vs. Montage:
Cunningham on Video and Film

The first of the Events was performed in 1964. A decade later, the metaphor
of “splicing” exemplified by collage found its real world equivalent in Cunning-
ham’s growing involvement with film and video. Cunningham’s first serious ex-
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ploration of video as a unique medium was Westbeth, his ground-breaking
collaboration with filmmaker and videographer Charles Atlas in 1974.

Each of the six sections of Westbeth explores a distinct set of questions and
problems about the relationship between dance and video. For example: What
becomes of the integrity of “stage space” when the dancers are filmed exclusively
in close-up? By contrast, how does the illusion of depth created by “deep focus”
photography compare with the actual depth of a proscenium stage? When mul-
tiple cameras record the same movements from different perspectives, what sort
of editing is required—what sort of “cutting on motion”1 is necessary—in order
to preserve an illusion of rhythmic continuity?

But it was in the final section of Westbeth that Cunningham first began to
examine the connection between video, the editing room, and collage. Here,
Atlas and Cunningham explored the possibilities of montage: editing together
short, disjunctive movement phrases to create entirely new continuities and dis-
continuities.

Traditionally, montage—à la its great master and most important theoretician,
Sergei Eisenstein—has been regarded as a first cousin to collage. But collage is
actually different from, albeit related to, cinematic montage. (Think of it as a first
cousin, once removed.) In film and video editing, the direct, end-to-end juxta-
position of two seemingly unrelated images coalesces in the mind’s eye of the
viewer to generate a third distinct entity. For example, in Lev Kuleshov’s famous
editing experiment involving the actor Ivan Mozhukhin, a close-up of an im-
passive expression on the actor’s face was juxtaposed with a variety of objects
including a bowl of soup and a dead woman in a coffin. The effect of these edited
juxtapositions was to convince the viewer that the actor’s facial expression was
changing radically from shot to shot. Different audiences responded in much the
same way: e.g., “How hungry Mozhukin looks when staring at the soup. How
mournful when viewing the coffin,” etc. But in fact, the actor’s expression never
changed. What changed was the perceptual context.

Cinematic montage, unlike the inherently less manipulative aesthetic of collage,
fuses its separate components into a single entity, and the resulting juxtaposition
of the two is imposed upon the viewer, often quite didactically. (Think of Ke-
rensky and the peacock in Eisenstein’s October [1928].) However, when the jux-
taposition is separated by a gap of space and time, then we begin to enter the
world of collage. And of course, there are many filmmakers—Godard, Kubrick,
Makavejev, even D.W. Griffith in Intolerance (1916)—who freely borrow from
the principles of collage as well as montage.

In Cunningham’s subsequent video and film explorations, a variety of strategies
are utilized to increase the distance (or at least, the perception of distance) be-
tween background and foreground as well as between individual components of
each frame. For example, in 1975, Cunningham and Atlas contributed a segment
to Nam June Paik’s Blue Studio: Five Segments. The title, Blue Studio, refers to the
chroma-key process by which images are “collaged” into the blue sector of the
video projection. Here, Cunningham and Atlas relied on chromakeying to jux-
tapose images of Cunningham dancing against shifting, ever-changing back-
grounds. As in the dance Collage from 1953, Cunningham incorporated a wide
range of pedestrian movement (e.g., simple walking) as well as “realistic” gesture.

Nam June Paik is probably best known for his video installations involving vast
banks of multiple screens broadcasting asynchronous images. And it may well
have been Paik’s example and influence that led Cunningham and Atlas to employ
multiple monitors in Fractions, a work for video they created two years later, in
1977.

In Fractions, Cunningham and Atlas devised an especially ingenious method for
emphasizing the spatial separateness of individual bodies within the frame. Sharing
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the floor space with the eight performers were four video monitors whose images
alternated between close-up details of the dancers already visible within the frame
and images of dancers positioned just outside the frame of the viewfinder. The
resulting sense of fluctuation between presence and absence, inside and outside,
whole bodies and body fragments, was an especially striking example of the
“resonance effect” peculiar to collage.

But Cunningham’s most sophisticated exploration of collage (as opposed to
montage) on either video or film was probably Channels/Inserts, a 1981 film shot
and edited by Atlas. Alternating between footage shot in Cunningham’s main
Westbeth Studio and sequences photographed in the smaller studio, hallway, and
office space, this film attempted to create the sense that one was watching a series
of actions taking place simultaneously in different locations. In addition to ex-
tensive cross-cutting, Atlas employed animated traveling mattes or “wipes” as a
means of switching from image to image. Initially, the effect suggests a series of
quick inserts or intrusions from the “subsidiary” spaces into the “main” space.
But by the end of the film, it’s no longer clear which is the main channel and
which is a cross-cutting insert. (Again, we encounter the most radical function of
collage: its capacity for undermining the distinction between foreground/back-
ground, inside/outside.)

Illusion and the Space of the Stage

This blurring of boundaries between back and front, inner and outer, results
in a “flattening” out of perspectival space; and this in turn, leads to an important
connection we have yet to explore between the collage aesthetic, pictorial anti-
illusionism, and Cunningham’s “decentralizing” of stage space.

Collage abandons the illusion of depth we associate with single-point per-
spective. This is not to imply that collage never takes three-dimensional forms.
In fact, three-dimensional collage, as we’ve seen, is routinely referred to as “as-
semblage.” But in the assemblages of an artist like Johns or in the “combines” of
Rauschenberg, the depth is literal, not illusionistic. Picasso was quick to recognize
the anti-illusionistic implications of the collage aesthetic from the very beginning:

The purpose of the papier colle was to give the idea that different textures
can enter into a composition to become the reality in the paintings that
competes with the reality in nature. We tried to get rid of “trompe l’oeil”
to find a “trompe l’esprit”[...]. (in Hoffman 1989:7)

In collage, the eye of the spectator tends to fluctuate freely between disparate
points on the same shallow plane. There is little sense of the eye being drawn
involuntarily toward the sort of vanishing point—what the Renaissance critic
Georgio Vasari called a “magnet to the eye” (in Steinberg 1972:7)—which ap-
pears to be located far away, in deep space.

Traditionally, proscenium stage space has also utilized vanishing points as a
“magnet to the eye.” (The proscenium, it’s important to remember, evolved in
Italy in the late 16th century as a direct corollary to the development of single-
point perspective, or trompe l’oeil, in painting.) But Cunningham refuses to ma-
nipulate the eye of the spectator in this way. His decentralized, “open field”
organization of stage space is at odds with the Renaissance model. Note what
Cunningham has said about the spatial proportions of contemporary proscenium
stages:

Stages that are on the 18th-century model are all deeper than they are
wide, like that of the Paris Opera. The reason for this is probably that dé-
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cor was important, as well as the idea of perspective. [...] We have a differ-
ent idea about space now and a different use of it. [...] Recent stage spaces
are almost always wider than they are deep. Your eye can jump from one
point to another, you don’t have to be led any longer from one point to
another. (in Lesschaeve 1985:173)

Ironically, even when choreographing for the stage of the Paris Opera, Cun-
ningham disregards the traditional imperatives of deep space and single-point
perspective. “Width” replaces “depth” in his work just as surely as it does in most
examples of collage. The eye of the spectator is not automatically guided upstage
center. One’s attention—auditory as well as visual—moves in a collage-like fash-
ion between shifting points in space. Cunningham frequently cites Einstein’s
declaration that, “There are no fixed points in space.” (Hence the title of Cun-
ningham’s 1987 work for video, which I discuss below, Points in Space.)

It may well be that the shifting perspective of the camera, so basic to Cun-
ningham’s work with video and film, is simply a further exploration of the spatial
decentering that he’s been utilizing in live performance since the early 1950s.
The camera, in a very real sense, merely formalizes the multiplicity of perspectives
that has fascinated Cunningham all along. TV Rerun in 1972, for example, was a
piece for the stage; but Jasper Johns’s “décor” consisted of a cinematographer
with a handheld camera. The camera operator’s vantage point was usually dif-
ferent from that of any member of the audience, thereby suggesting the absence
of a single fixed focus or “front.”

Similarly, the film version of Torse (1978) employs a collage of two synchronous
55-minute films designed to be projected side-by-side on adjacent screens. The
multiple perspectives emphasize Cunningham’s asymmetrical approach to space
as well as his rejection of the idea that there exists an ideal vantage point in the
audience from which to view the stage version of Torse.

In the film Locale (1979), Atlas, as cinematographer, began to actively explore
the shifting focus of camera movement; and he alternated between cameras on
dollies, cameras on cranes, and Steadicams. (At one point, the camera travels full
circle around Cunningham’s Westbeth Studio.) Cunningham notes that:

4. Rehearsal photo for
Points in Space (1986),
choreography by Merce
Cunningham. (Photo by
Roger Hill; courtesy of the
Cunningham Dance Foun-
dation, Inc.)
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In the theatre, the spectator and the stage are fixed. Most stage work, par-
ticularly classical dancing, is based on perspective, a center point to and
from which everything radiates. But we don’t do that anymore—I don’t
mean in art, but in general. Ever since Einstein and now astronauts, we’ve
realized something wholly different about space—that everything is mov-
ing. Well, I apply that to dancing. (in Lesschaeve 1985:172)

De-emphasizing the perspectival illusion of deep space also affects the spectator’s
sense of one-directional, linear time. According to Joseph Frank, “When depth
disappears and objects are presented in one plane, their simultaneous apprehen-
sion as part of a timeless unity is obviously made easier (1958:391).

The collapsing of distinctions between foreground/background, inside/outside
that is so fundamental to collage also results in a conflating of “before” and “after.”
Nam June Paik’s 1978 video, Merce by Merce by Paik is an explicit exploration of
the relationship between time and the collage aesthetic. Paik’s videotape, like so
many other examples of collage, juxtaposes two distinct components: a series of
Cunningham dances adapted for video by Atlas and a section called “Merce and
Marcel,” which explores the affinities between Cunningham and Duchamp.

At one point, while Cunningham occupies the frame, an offscreen voice asks
him, “Can art kill time or occupy it?” Cunningham responds to this ambiguous
question with an equally ambiguous answer: “No,” he replies, “it’s the other way
around” (Paik 1978). (Recall Donald Kuspit’s comments at the very beginning
of this essay about the connection between collage, the relativity of space and
time, and aesthetic attempts at embodying a “fourth dimension.”)

The Emotional Values of Stage Space

To fully understand how radically Cunningham breaks with his predecessors
in the world of modern dance, compare his collage-inspired organization of
stage space with Doris Humphrey’s enormously influential practice of assigning
particular emotive and thematic values to different areas of the stage. Pre-
Cunningham modern dance tended not only to treat space illusionistically, but
to animate—indeed anthropomorphize—the space of the stage. Consider the
way Humphrey describes a dancer walking—simply walking—on a diagonal
from “dead center” to downstage left:

The glory of the climax begins to fade. We see him moving toward the
downstage corner and oblivion. We know he must traverse another dan-
gerous place, the weak spot between the center and the corner, but we do
not fear the menace of it because the end is so near. He reaches the pro-
scenium. Its vertical is reminiscent of the original departure. Is it perhaps
another home, not so strong but familiar, or is it the entrance to a tomb?
The figure vanishes, cut off like a knife thrust by the final engulfing verti-
cal. Just a simple walk, but how dramatic and pulsating in all its implica-
tions! One other thing: On his journey, as he comes near to the
downstage exit, this human being changes from someone impersonal, re-
mote, whom we do not know, to a friend, someone we care about. As he
reaches the exit, where he is close to us, we are concerned about him. He
is no longer an abstraction but a fellow human being. [...] Stand a dancer
in any of the four corners and note what happens. The upper two make
the figure seem important with a remoteness which suggests, if there is no
other specific mood, a heroic beginning. The powerful verticals energize
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the body; it seems to be upheld by walls of both physical and spiritual
strength. (1964:76–77)

But Cunningham does more than challenge the choreographic principles that
had hardened into dogma in the teachings of Doris Humphrey. He undermines
theatrical conceptions of space that have dominated proscenium staging in all of
the performing arts—not just dance—since the Italian Renaissance. A classic
guide for theatre directors like Alexander Dean’s Fundamentals of Play Directing
(1965) shows how common it once was (and in some quarters, still is) to conceive
of stage space in ways that are strikingly similar to Humphrey’s teachings. Con-
sider the following chart from Dean’s (once influential) book. “Mood values of
areas” function in terms of tone qualities and suggestive scenes (1965:168):

Tonal Qualities in Each Area Scenes Suggested

a. Down center: hard, intense, harsh,
strong, climactic, great formality

Quarrels, fights, crises, climaxes

b. Up center: regal, aloof, noble,
superiority, stability

Formal and romanticized love scenes,
scenes of domination and Judiciary
nature, Royalty

c. Down right: warm, informal, close
intimacy

Intimate love scenes, informal calls,
confessions, gossip...

d. Down left: not so warm as down
right; distant intimacy

Conspiracies, casual formality,
introspection, love scenes, soliloquies,
formal calls, business matters

These anthropomorphized “tonal qualities” derive from the proscenium tradition
that begins in the Italian Renaissance. Cunningham by contrast has been so deeply
influenced by the contemporary art world’s anti-perspectival, anti-illusionistic
way of seeing that he tends to regard the very concept of Renaissance “deep
space” as illusionistic. It’s not that Cunningham conceives of space in a “flat” way
or that he regularly “two-dimensionalizes” his dancers, in the manner of Nijin-

5. & 6. In Pictures (1984),
the background/foreground
alternation created by the
use of silhouetted lighting is
akin to the resonance effect
created by collage. Choreog-
raphy by Merce Cunning-
ham. (Photos by Art
Becofsky)
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sky’s Faun, in which the dancers’ bodies often confine their movement to a single
left/right plane, and the dancers’ arms are often held tightly alongside their torsos
(although he does seem to allude to Faun in a number of dances, including the
recent Way Station, which premiered in 2001). But the only occasions on which
Cunningham really explores (or exploits) the concept of deep space is, paradoxi-
cally, on film and video—where he clearly is playing with the illusion of deep
space.

For example, in the film of Coast Zone from 1983, Cunningham and Atlas
resumed the exploration of spatial depth they began in the fourth section of
Westbeth in 1975. In Coast Zone they tested the “outer limits” of the sort of “deep
focus” photography one finds in the films of Orson Welles. Here, dancers whose
faces are virtually pressed against the camera in the foreground contrast markedly
with dancers in the distance who appear to be disproportionately far away. (Coast
Zone was filmed in the “literally” deep space of the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine in New York.) In subsequent dance videos such as Points in Space (1986),
Cunningham frequently “layers” his dancers as they recede into deep space away
from the camera—much like the multiplying 17th-century wing-units that cre-
ated the illusion of vast vistas on Italianate proscenium stages.

Onstage, Cunningham’s most compelling experiments with depth have less to
do with “deep space” than with the actual, sculptural, three-dimensionality of the
dancer. This is especially evident in a work like Pictures from 1984. Here, groups
of dancers assemble themselves into complex, multibody, sculptural formations
that tease the eye of the viewer in conflicting ways: One can trace the outline of
the group architecture or one can just as easily focus on the “negative space”
within (or behind?) the external outline. The duality is strikingly similar to the
one we experience in Edgar Ruben’s famous visual conundrum, Vase/Profile
(1915).

This sort of background/foreground alternation is akin to the resonance effect
created by collage. In the original production of Pictures, Cunningham utilized
silhouetted lighting to highlight the frozen tableaus. But the complex alternation
between negative and positive space is even more effective when excerpts from
Pictures are performed in the Events format; that is, without the original—and
to my mind, overly didactic—silhouetted lighting. (Cunningham’s sculptural ef-
fects are nonillusionistic. There’s no need to “enhance” them theatrically.)
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Towards a Theory of Collage:
Univocal vs. Polyvocal Works

Perhaps it’s no coincidence that collage was a “collaborative”—or at least,
simultaneous—discovery by both Picasso and Braque, that it cannot be defini-
tively attributed to either artist. Braque’s first papier colle, Compotier was com-
pleted in 1912, the same year Picasso began to experiment with collage. It thus
makes perfect sense that collage almost always provides an example of what the
poststructuralists call a “polyvocal,” rather than a univocal, work of art. Collage
in a sense, is always divided against itself. One’s attention, one’s allegiances, are
drawn in multiple, often conflicting directions.

In other words, the component parts of any successful collage speak with sepa-
rate, even disunifed voices.

By contrast, in the performing arts, the quintessential example of a univocal
text is probably Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk where all of the elements are united
into a seamless whole by a single directorial auteur. But Cunningham’s dances
provide an equally compelling example of the polyvocal principle, where the
choreographer’s “voice” vies with the separate voices of the composer and the
visual artists who’ve designed the décor.

The most profound and searching examination of the polyvocal principle in
art is probably Roland Barthes’s book, S/Z, his deconstructive reading of Balzac’s
Sarrasine. It’s instructive to compare Barthes’s spatial reorganization of Balzac’s
text with the decentralization of the elements we find in a performance by Cun-
ningham and company. Barthes’s professed goal is to “de-originate the utter-
ance”—in other words: to make it impossible for us to trace it back to a single,
originating “univocal” consciousness. Note that Barthes situates his deconstruc-
tion of Balzac in a nonillusionistic, “mulitiple,” space: “Nowadays, the represen-
tational codes are shattered to make room for a multiple space no longer based
on painting (the ‘picture’) but rather on the theatre (the stage)” (1974:56).

This “multiple space” is remarkably similar to the decentered stage space of a
Cunningham performance—a space in which movement, sound, and décor have
no single authorial “origin.” Each “speaks” in a voice of its own. Correspond-
ingly, Barthes “opens up” Balzac’s text in the following, collage-like way:

We shall therefore star the text, separating, in the manner of a minor
earthquake, the blocks of signification of which reading grasps only the
smooth surface, imperceptibly soldered by the movement of sentences, the
flowing discourse of narration, the “naturalness” of ordinary language.
The tutor signifier will be cut up into a series of brief, contiguous frag-
ments, which we shall call lexias [...]. (1974:13)

A few pages later he adds: “This is the place for multivalence and for reversibility;
the main task is always to demonstrate that this field can be entered from any
number of points” (1974:19).

Is there a better description anywhere of Cunningham’s “open field” with its
“lexias” of fragmented movement, its multiple entrances and exits, its resonating,
reversible relationships between image, sound, and décor? Considered in tandem,
the essays of Barthes and the dances of Cunningham offer us a definitive guide
to both the theory and the practice of the aesthetic of collage.

Note

1. This is the practice of cutting from one shot to another while some variety of camera
movement is in progress, rather than waiting for the zoom, pan, or tracking shot to be
completed.
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